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ABSTRACT
This article presents a methodology for developing a complex information
system by integrating Organization Theory with Multiply Intelligent Agents
technology. The main idea of this method: the complex information system is
regarded as a multi-agent organization, analyzed the organization
characteristic of multi-agent systems according as computing organization
theory, and built the organization model, accordingly formed the strict
specification. Secondly all types of organizational roles taken on by multiple
intelligent agents are fixed on according as techniques in existence and
available resources, and the responsibility and granularity are also made
sure from this. Then, conceptual models of all kinds of agents are designed by
adopting Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) architecture in according with the
organization model, and a clear and operable development pattern (i.e.
interaction model and BOS model) is built for realizing the system on computer.
Finally, according to the conceptual models, the prototypal complex
information system is got quickly by programming on a cooperative working
platform (MBOS).

1. INTRODUCTION
Now agent technologies are being applied to the development of large-

scale and complex commercial, industrial, military, educational and medical
treatment information systems. Such systems are so complex, involving hun-
dreds, perhaps thousands of agents, that we can design and implement them
vary hard. Therefore there is a pressing need for Software Engineering tech-
niques to support the analysis, design and implement processes of such com-
plex information systems [1].

Software development methodologies have evolved from the class wa-
terfall model, to a spiral model, to prototyping, to object-oriented and, re-
cently, to scenario-based design [2]. However, all these existing methodolo-
gies are not suitable to develop an agent-based complex information system.
Some techniques are difficult to adequately capture the autonomous problem-
solving behavior, or the smart decision making of an agent, and some tech-
niques fail to describe the richness of interactions between agents and the
complexity of organizational structures in an agent-based complex informa-
tion system, and so on. For these reasons, developing an agent-based complex
information system requires a new conceptual framework and a new method-
ology for the analysis and design.

In this paper, we present a methodology for developing a complex infor-
mation system by integrating Organization Theory with Multiply Intelligent
Agents technology. We divide a development lifecycle of an agent-based com-
plex information system into three phases: 1) Multi-Agent Organizational De-
sign (MAOD) for building system organizational model at the macro level; 2)
Agent-oriented Design  (AD) for building agent conceptual models based on
Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) architecture[5], interaction model between agents,
and BOS model at the micro level; 3) Multi-Agent Systems Realization (MASR)
for implementing the multi-agent systems on a cooperative working platform
(MBOS)[9]. A development lifecycle is shown in Figure 1.

In the phrase of MAOD, the complex information system is regarded as
a multi-agent organization, analyzed the computing organizational character-
istic of multi-agent systems according as organization theory, and built the
organizational model, accordingly formed the strict specification. Then, all
types of organizational roles taken on by multiple intelligent agents are fixed
on according as techniques in existence and available resources, and the re-
sponsibility and granularity of each agent are also made sure from this.

In the phrase of AD, conceptual models of all types of agents are de-
signed by adopting Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) architecture in according
with the organization model, and a clear and operable development pattern is
built for realizing the system on computer.

In the phrase of MASR, the prototypal complex information system is
programmed on a cooperative work platform, called MBOS, which includes
agents building toolkit specifically tailored to the conceptual models of BDI
agents.

The methodology we propose is appropriate for the large-scale and com-
plex information system, especially for hiberarchy, with the following main
characteristics:
(1) It is assumed that the goal obtained by a system that maximizes some

global quality measure is consistent with the one of the system compo-
nents.

(2) Agents are coarse-grained computational systems, each making use of
significant computational resources.

(3) The overall system contains a comparatively large number of agents,
perhaps hundreds of agents, which are distributed over the different geo-
graphic locations.
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Figure 1. A development lifecycle of an agent-based complex information system. 
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Multi-Agent Orga-
nizational Design is discussed in section 2, Agent-oriented Design in section 3
and Multi-Agent Systems Realization, related work and some conclusions are
presented in section 4.

2. BUILDING AN ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL FOR
MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS

Our methodology is intended to allow a developer to analyze systemati-
cally requirements by building a multi-agent systems organizational model.
The methodology borrows some terminology and notation from Organization
Theory [4][5]. It provides an agent-specific set of concepts and models through
which the developer view building an agent-based complex system as a pro-
cess of organizational design. By this methodology, a software developer can
understand and model an agent-based complex system precisely step by step.

In the methodology, a set of concepts of a multi-agent organization in-
cludes: organization, organizational benefit, organizational structure, organi-
zational process, role, responsibility, authority, cooperation, control, and so
on. Modeling a multi-agent organization can divide into modeling organiza-
tional structure and modeling organizational process, and the result of model-
ing includes five items: Organizational Chart, Roles Model, Cooperative Work
Model, Supervising Model, and Organizational Management Model.

By this methodology, we will gain an artificial computational organiza-
tion, which consists of multiply intelligent agents. And the intelligent agent is
a computing entity, which is semi-autonomy and constrained by organizational
principia [6][7].

2.1 Organizational Model
Organizational Model is composed of five constituents (see figure 1):

Organizational Chart, Roles Model, Cooperative Work Model, Supervising
Model, and Organizational Management Model.

Organizational Chart is used to render the main roles and the authority
relationships in a computing organization. For example, Figure 2 is a part of
organizational Chart of Multi-agent Intelligence processing Cooperatively
Systems (MICS)[8]. In the vertical, it shows the authority and accountability
relations, and in the lateral, it shows the divided work and cooperation rela-
tions.

Roles Model specifies each role in an organizational Chart. Here a role is
viewed as an abstract description of a computing entity’s expected function.
We can characterize each role by two types of attribute: responsibility and
authority. Template for a role schema is as follows:

Role Name : <define the name of the role>
Role Description : <describe the role shortly>
Responsibility : <define the functionality of the role>
 Basic Skill Set : <define all the basic skills which the role must has
                                for undertaking its responsibility>
 Function Set : <define all the functions which the role must perform by

its basic skills or cooperating with other agents>
 Service Set : <define all the services which the role provides to the

public>
 Safety Condition Set : <list all the limit conditions about the role>
Authority : <define the rights associated with the role>
 Resource Permission : <define all the resources about knowledge or
                                        information that can legitimately be used to

carry out the role >
Monitor Permission : < define all the underlings and monitor contents >

Cooperative Work Model describes dependencies and relationships
among the various roles in a multi-agent organization, which is central to the
way in which the system functions. Cooperative Work Model defines the op-
erational flow computationally, specifies all kinds of information needed for
performing an operation, e.g. the flow initiator, the flow finish, each step in an
operation process, information passing rules between steps, cooperative rela-
tions between roles, interactive protocols, etc.

Modeling cooperative work process is based on three kinds of analysis:
(1) Operation activity analysis: analyzing which activities the organization

should has in order to achieve its goal. Only through analyzing operation

activity strictly, you can make certain which tasks each role must per-
form, which tasks belongs to the same type, logic relations between the
tasks, which task is important or imminent.

(2) Decision-making analysis: analyzing which kind of decision-making in
each operation activity, which department or role to make the decision,
which way to realize the decision-making, etc.

(3) Relation analysis: analyzing all the relationship about authority, respon-
sibility, communication, and coordination in an operation flow.

Supervising Model builds a control mechanism according as the Coop-
erative Work Model. In Supervising Model, formal controls are designed to
ensure that members of an organization act in ways that lead to the attainment
of organizational goals. Control mechanism can be considered as either a part
of organization structure or as a process. The basic elements of control mecha-
nism are standard setting, measurement, and action. Control mechanisms con-
sist of these three activities designed to ensure that tasks are carried out and
completed in a desired manner. Standards specify desired states for all three
steps in the task sequence. Control mechanisms then measure the actual state
of operation and output. Through a comparison between standard and actual,
the control process is designed to correct work that is not proceeding well by
showing where adjustments need to be made.

In theory, we also can view the lifecycle of multi-agent organization as
four stages consisting of initial birth, aggregation, regulation, and maturity. In
our methodology, we attempt to divide the organizational change into two
parts: large and complex change is made by system administrator; small adjust
or adapt is made by intelligent agent which plays manager’s role. By this ways,
the organization is kept to be stability, persistency, and adaptability, from birth
to maturity gradually.

Organizational Management Model is used to analyze and design or-
ganization process. It models the changes of activities going on within a orga-
nizational structure, by analyzing task uncertainty and resource, and constitut-
ing relevant organizational management strategies.

Five basic organizational management strategies, we think, are as follows:
(1) Responsibility Assignment strategies: defining all the roles distributing

within agents.
(2) Agent Realizing strategies: defining each agent’s granularity, skills, re-

sources, relative location, main realizing techniques, etc.
(3) Optimizing Work Process strategies: defining optimal cooperative work

strategies according to the changes of goal, task, environment, etc.
(4) Coordination Control strategies: defining some control strategies to im-

prove system coherence and coordination
(5) Reliability strategies: defining some strategies to keep problem-solving

reliable and secure.

2.2 The Analysis Process
We have designed a multi-agent organization modeling method [9][7]. A

multi-agent organization can be modeled according to following steps.
1. Define the multi-agent organization goal and identify the goals

of all administrative levels in this organization by a goal hierarchy dia-
gram.
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Figure 2. A Part of Organizational Chart
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First, identify the collective goal, and then decompose it into goals of all
administrative levels.

2. Identify all operation activities or tasks to realize goals, and
classify them.

Developer should analyze all kinds of operation activities and available
resources associated with them carefully. For example, all the tasks that Intel-
ligence Process Section II in Figure 2 should accomplish are 1) Syncretizing
multiply information sources; 2) Accessing situation cooperatively; 3) Provid-
ing information sharing service.

3. Design problem-solving and managing flow chart.
In our methodology, we have a diagram, called Problem-solving and

Managing Flow Chart [9], to describe the problem solving activities recur-
rently flowing in a relatively stable program.

First, all operation activities are divided into long-term tasks and short-
term tasks. For each long-term task, draw the problem-solving flow chart. Then,
incorporate the same function in all problem-solving flow chart to form a
department’s problem-solving flow chart. Finally, for each short-term task,
design associated work team, elaborate the full problem-solving flow chart.

Based the full problem-solving flow chart, design the control mecha-
nism for the main task, gain the full elaborate Problem-solving and Managing
Flow Chart.

4. Define managing roles and problem-solving roles.
According to the Problem-solving and Managing Flow Chart, study out

each role’s input object, output object, needed skills, functions, and services,
and make out all the limit conditions about the role. At the same time, stipu-
late authority associated with the role’s responsibility.

5. Build cooperative work model and supervising model.
Specify the details of Cooperative Work Model and Supervising Model

according as the Problem-solving and Managing Flow Chart and Role model.
6. Set up full organization structure, and form Organizational Chart.
From now on, we have got a full organization structure, and we can draw

the Organizational Chart.
7. Make certain agents taking on the roles.
We need to analyze the environment and techniques to realize an agent,

and identify each agent taking on the roles. There is not necessarily a one-to-
one mapping between roles and agents. If you identify each agent taking on
the roles, you also make certain each agent’s granularity.

8. Build organizational management model.
By analyzing task uncertainty and resource, and constituting relevant

organizational management strategies, e.g. Responsibility Assignment strate-
gies, Agent Realizing strategies, Optimizing Work Process strategies, Coordi-
nation Control strategies, Reliability strategies, and etc.

3.  DESIGNING MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS BASED ON
BELIEF-DESIRE-INTENTION ARCHITECTURE

The aim of our design process is to transform the abstract organizational
model into lower abstract models about what is required of each individual
agent in order to take on its roles and how to interact with other agents in an
organization. The design process involves three models for each type of agent.
The Agent Model identifies one type of agent that takes on some roles, and is
created from Roles Model, Cooperative Work Model, and Organizational Man-
agement Model. The Interaction Model specifies the details of interactions
between agents, such as interactive protocols, interactive languages, and con-
strains in an interaction, which is created from Cooperative Work Model, Su-
pervising Model, and Organizational Management Model. The BOS model
documents a set of BOS (section 3.3), which a multi-agent organization con-
sists of, and each agent must belong to one of a BOS.

3.1 Agent Model
In our methodology, we design and implement the agent with Belief-

Desire-Intention structure (BDI), which is called CSA (Constrained-by-orga-
nization Semi-autonomic Agent, CSA), where the Semi-autonomic primarily
refers to being capable of autonomous and flexible action under abiding by the
organizational rules. The architecture of CSA is presented in Figure 3.

Each type of Agent Model is specified by Belief-Base, Goal-Set, and
Plan-Library, specific to belief-desire-intention architecture. Belief-Base de-
scribes the information about the environment and internal state that an agent
taking on some roles may hold. Goal-Set describes the goals that an agent may

adopt, and the events to which it can respond. Plan-Library describes the plans
that an agent may employ to achieve its goals or respond to events it perceives.

Belief-Base consists of abstract entities and concrete entities. Abstract
entities are self or acquaintance information, such as, basic skills, functions,
services, authorities, acquaintance, and so on. Concrete entities are state infor-
mation about a particular application domain. Some entities are defined from
the Ontology of the application domain. All the entities are from the Roles
Model, and these roles are that the agent is taking on. We use a Framework for
representing the knowledge about each entity and its properties.

Goal-set is a set of goal and event formula signatures. Each formula in
Goal-set is an operation on some elements in Basic skill set, or Function set, or
Service Set, but Goal-Set must includes the operation on each element in Func-
tion Set. If not, the agent can’t take the responsibility of the role. The agent
performs a goal by finding the set of plans in plan-Library whose solving-goal
matches the goal formula, and executing the plans to determine the success or
failure. Apparently, the goals in Goal-set are compatible with the beliefs in
belief-Base [14].

Plan-Library is a set of plan. Each element in Goal-Set at least matches
the solving-goal of one plan in Goal-Set. That is to say, there are several plans
that have the same solving-goal in Plan-Library. Each plan is specified by plan
name, solving-goal, precondition, and a state transition diagram. A state tran-
sition diagram is interpreted as a recursive finite-state machine. A state transi-
tion diagram describes a plan how to achieve its solving goal. A state transi-
tion diagram has three types of node: start states, internal states, and end states,
and one type of directed edge: behavior rules. Each behavior rule consists of
two parts: conditions →action. It means if the agent’s belief satisfies the con-
ditions then agent to take that action. All the actions belong to the agent’s
basic skills in its Belief-Base, or cooperative actions with the other agents, or
executing a plan in Plan-Library.

3.2 Interaction Model
Interaction Model specifies interactive relationships between coopera-

tion agents in MAS. In analysis stage, we have described coordination rela-
tionships and control relationships between roles by Cooperative Work Model,
Supervising Model, and Organizational Management Model. Now we use these
analysis results to design interaction details between agents taking on specific
roles.

Interaction Model consists of interactive protocols, which is a structured
pattern of interaction between agents. Each interactive protocol is defined by a
finite automata and stipulations. The finite automata describe the specific ex-
ecuting steps to perform an interaction. The stipulations describe the interac-
tive languages, ontology, and constrains about the interaction.

3.3 BOS Model
A social organization is generally composed of several smaller basic or-

ganizations. So, the cooperation exists both among these basic organizations

 

( In the figure, dashed stands for control flow; 
real line stands for information flow ) 

Figure 3.  CSA Architecture. 
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and within each of them. For example, a university consists of many depart-
ments, and a department is divided into several teaching and researching sec-
tions or administrative sections. If a section is regarded as a basic organiza-
tion, the organization is then composed of chief of the section, several staff
members, and the public facilities.

In our methodology, we present a Basic Organization Structure (BOS)
concept [12]. The basic organization cells, called BOS, are used to model the
smallest groups of agents in a LAN. By this way, the interrelations among
several agents and among groups of agents can be controlled more effectively;
thus the system will run effectively and cooperatively as a whole and imple-
ment the corresponding global and local goals. BOS is mainly used to support
the cooperative problem solving among the coarse-grained, loosely coupled,
and groups of semiautonomous agents.

BOS model are simply used to model a multi-agent organization, and it
is created from organizational Chart and Roles Model. For example, Figure 2
showing a part of organizational Chart of MICS can be modeled by three BOS
as follows:

Intelligence-Process-Center=(Administrator; Section Chief  , Section Chief )

Intelligence-Process-Section- = (Section Chief ; Sensor Data Process Agent,
Intelligence Input Agent, Information Syncretizing Agent, Situation Accessing
Agent, User Assistant agent).

Intelligence-Process-Section- = (Section Chief ; Sensor Data Process Agent,
Intelligence Input Agent, Information Syncretizing Agent, Situation Accessing
Agent, User Assistant agent).

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
Building large and complex information systems needs the support of

integrative software developing environment. MBOS (Multiply Basic Organi-
zation Structure)[8] is a software platform for creating and deploying organi-
zationally intelligent agents that can cooperate with other agents. MBOS means
multiply Basic Organization Structure (BOS), which are the basic organiza-
tion cells composing of complex organization. MBOS can be used to build the
large and complex dynamic control systems as a multi-agent organization by
BOS, which is combining fast and nested and consists of multiply agents.
MBOS provides with some tools for ontology creation, agent creation, BOS
creation, organization creation, Integrating preexisting software, etc., and it
can support cooperating effectively between agents and between organizations.
MBOS also have coordination control tools and visualization monitor tools,
and can support the reengineering of organizational structure and the optimi-
zation of operation flow of complex information system. So that it makes a
complex information system be developed gradually and incrementally. In our
methodology, after the phrase of Agent-oriented Design, we have obtained all
agent conceptual models, interaction models between agents, and BOS mod-
els at the micro level. So we can implement the multi-agent systems on the
MBOS immediately.

Now, more and more research work is about agent-oriented software en-
gineering. Much of them are associated with object-oriented analysis and de-
sign [1]. But we think the philosophy of agent-oriented approach clashes with
the philosophy of agent-oriented approach, and agent-oriented software devel-
oping needs new methods. The methodology we presented is not the same as
the Gaia [10] and MaSE [11] also. In the analysis stage of Gaia, the roles in the
system are identified from individuals, departments within an organization, or
organizations themselves. In the analysis phase of MaSE, the roles are defined

from accomplishing some system level goals. In our methodology, you should
design roles by Problem-solving and Managing Flow Chart. Our methodology
is more suitable to develop the large and complex information systems with
hierarchy organization in a complex and static environment.

The methodology we presented here is summarized from the develop-
ment of MICS, and is especially for Multiply Intelligent Agent Developing
Environment MBOS. So in the future, we should research this methodology
thoroughly and practice it more and more.
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